
BUYER BEHAVIOUR 
A need is a state of felt deprivation 

A want is the form of a need as shaped by culture, individual personality, and circumstance 

Purpose of marketer: fulfill customer needs (NOT ‘create’ needs – but can remind) 

Value is the difference between benefits of use/ ownership/ consumption and costs of obtaining 

those benefits [benefits – costs] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Consumer behaviour reflects totality of consumer’s decisions (answering questions) with respect 

to acquisition, consumption, disposition of goods, services, time, and ideas by human decision-

making units over time. 

 

Segmentation 
A segment is a specific group of consumers with more than one common trait (examples: age, 

education, sex, likes) 

- Divide on basis of benefits 

- Demographics to describe market segments 

A two-stage process – First, we divide a population into segments then describe particular 

characteristics of individuals in a segment 

Not all markets can be segmented 

If a consumer market is segmentable, behaviour is ALWAYS the best variable 

 

How to use behavior to segment: 
- Benefits sought  

- Usage rate – how often do they use, how frequently do they buy (rarely large amount, often 

small amount) 

- Buyer-readiness stage – are the familiar with product category, are they close to making a 

decision 

Benefits Costs 

- Functional benefits 

- Symbolic benefits 

- Experimental benefits 

- Acquisition benefits 

- Disposal benefits 

- Acquisition costs (financial, 

time, psychic, search) 

- Costs of consumption 

- Costs of disposal 



- Loyalty status  

o Hard core loyal – purchasing one brand all the time 

o Split loyal – consistently buy brand A and occasionally brand B 

o Switchers – not loyal to anyone, change if something is on sale 

 

The essence of segmentation 
- Division is to identify segments that are different to each other – find differences between 

groups 

- Description is a description of the people in a segment – what do they have in common? 

- Ideal segment is one in which all members of a segment react to the same marketing mix in 

the same way – same ideas of value, regard particular price point as one that delivers value 

 

What makes a segment attractive? 
Which segment do we target?  

- Measurable 

- Substantial – large, profitable is more important than substantial, bigger segment = more 

profitable, small segment that has a value equation that allows us to charge a high price 

can still be profitable, target a niche segment 

- Accessible 

- Differentiable 

- Actionable 

 

Motivation, Ability, and Opportunity 
Motivation is the state of drive that pushes behaviour towards or away from a goal-object 

Drive is an internal state of tension that produces actions to reduce tension 

A goal object is something in the external world whose acquisition will reduce the tension 

 

 

 

 

 

What does motivation result in? 
- Goal relevant behaviour – if tension is high enough 

- High effort information processing and decision making 
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